A Two-Day Faculty Development Program on “Advances in Natural Language Processing” is organized by Department of CSE during 1st & 2nd March, 2013 under TEQIP – II. Dr. Kavi Narayana Murthy, Professor Department of Computer and Information Sciences from University of Hyderabad is the Keynote Speaker. He is accompanied by other eminent resource persons viz. Mr. D. Vijay Kumar, Associate Professor, MGIT, Hyderabad and Mr. K. Suhas, Software Developer, Alpha Tech Solutions, Bengaluru.

The Program is inaugurated at 9:30am in e-Class room. Dr. P.C. Krishnamachary, Principal, SVEC, Dr. K. Delhi Babu, Professor CSE & Placement Officer, Dr. A.Senguttuvan, Professor & Head, Dept. of CSE, Mr. V. Ramesh Associate Professor, CSE & Program Coordinator, faculty of CSE and outstation faculty participants were present during the inauguration.
Dr. P.C. Krishnamachary, Principal, SVEC emphasized the participants about the steps taken by the college to enhance the research and technical skills of the faculty through programs organized under TEQIP - II and requested the faculty to make use of the available resources. Dr. K. Delhi Babu addressed the faculty participants about the need to upgrade the knowledge through various platforms like FDP and e-Learning Platforms etc. Dr. A. Senguttuvan insisted the faculty to make use the knowledge gained through FDP’s to be shared at the student level for fruitful results both in academic and research perspectives.
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Dr. Kavi Narayana Murthy delivered a key note lecture to the participants with a brief understanding on the basics of Natural Language Processing Techniques and advances in NLP. Mr. B. Srinivasu gave a demo on how NLP Techniques work for various languages and word sets. Mr. D. Vijay Kumar and K. Suhas briefed about stages in NLP and its applications.
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